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Abstract. A Chinese language analyzing method by using entity attribute semantic knowledge base is proposed in this paper. The knowledge base consists of four parts: the situation verb database, the entity database, the attribute database and the attribute value database. The terms in the above four database are organized into a network according to the relationship between entities and attributes. The analyzing procedure can be generalized into three steps. The first step is to segment the given sentence by matching the terms in the knowledge base; mark the possible semantic categories of every word; specify the possible attribute assignment information for each attribute value word according to the matching relationship between the attribute words and attribute value words. The second step is to identify the entities by the attribute naming rules of instance entities; determine the attribute assignment information of the attribute value words based on the marked attribute information. The third step is to determine the subjects of collocation according to slot information of the situation verb stored in the collocation framework; mark those subjects of collocation. The process of analysis of annotation type is highly consistent with the way of people understanding language. The result of each word of the sentence is consistent with the result of the understanding in the human brain. The proposed method reproduced the complete process of language comprehension, which can be well applied to language analysis.

Introduction

A Chinese language analyzing method by using entity attribute semantic knowledge base is proposed in this paper. The analyzing procedure can be generalized into three steps: the segmentation step, the identification step and the determination step. The knowledge base by which the sentence is analyzed consisted of four parts: the situation verb database, the entity database, the attribute database and the attribute value database. The structure of entity attribute semantic knowledge base is shown in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1 The structure of entity attribute semantic knowledge base](image_url)

The entity attribute framework defined the internal attribute structure, the possible value of each attribute, and the inheritance relationship between entities. A demonstration of the storage definition of entity attribute frame is shown in Fig. 2.
The collocation framework defined the collocation structure of verbs with an index of the verb terms. A demonstration of the storage definition of collocation frame is shown in Fig. 3.

Sentence Analyzing

The sentence analyzing procedures can be generalized into three steps. Step A: Segment the given sentence by matching the terms in the entity database, the attribute database, the attribute value database and the situation verb database; Mark the possible semantic categories of every word in the given sentence according to the corresponding knowledge databases (entity, attribute, attribute value or situation verb); Specify the possible attribute assignment information for each attribute value word according to the matching relationship between the attribute words and attribute value words.

We use a Chinese sentence as a demonstration of language analyzing procedure. The sentence is “ShenZhou JingDun K480P DaZai BenTeng ShuangHe ChuLiQi JiaGe ShiHui XingNeng QiangDa”. Where “ShenZhou” is a brand of computer; “JingDun” is a series of ShenZhou computer; “DaZai” means “equipped with”; “BenTeng” means “Pentium”; “ShuangHe” means “dual core”; “ChuLiQi” means “CPU”; “JiaGe” means “price”; “ShiHui” means “affordable”; “XingNeng” means “performance”; “QiangDa” means “powerful”. The analyzing result of the given sentence after step A is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 2 Demonstration of the entity attribute framework

Fig. 3 Demonstration of the collocation framework

Fig. 4 Demonstration of sentence analyzing step A
value word according to the matching relationship between the attribute words and attribute value words.

Step B: Identify the entities by the attribute naming rules of instance entities. Determine the attribute assignment information of the attribute value words based on the marked attribute information. The analyzing result of the given sentence after step B is shown in Fig. 5.

$$[\text{ShenZhou}/\text{value(PinPai)} \text{ JingDun}/\text{value(XiLi}) \text{ K480P}/\text{value(XingHao)}]/\text{entity}$$
$$\text{DaZai}/\text{verb} \text{ BenTeng}/\text{value(ChuLiQi)} \text{ ShuangHe} \text{ ChuLiQi}/\text{attr}$$
$$\text{JiaGe}/\text{attr} \text{ ShiHui}/\text{value(JiaGe}/\text{JiaWei}) \text{ XingNeng}/\text{attr} \text{ QiangDa}/\text{value(XingNeng)}$$

**Fig. 5** Demonstration of sentence analyzing step B

Step C: Determine the subjects of collocation according to slot information of the situation verb stored in the collocation framework; Mark those subjects of collocation. The analyzing result of the given sentence after step C is shown in Fig. 6.

$$[[\text{ShenZhou}/\text{value(PinPai)} \text{ JingDun}/\text{value(XiLi}) \text{ K480P}/\text{value(XingHao)}]/\text{entity}]/\text{slot}_1$$
$$\text{DaZai}/\text{verb} \text{ BenTeng}/\text{value(ChuLiQi)} \text{ ShuangHe} \text{ ChuLiQi}/\text{attr}/\text{slot}_2]/\text{relation}$$
$$\text{JiaGe}/\text{attr} \text{ ShiHui}/\text{value(JiaGe}/\text{JiaWei}) \text{ XingNeng}/\text{attr} \text{ QiangDa}/\text{value(XingNeng)}$$

**Fig. 6** Demonstration of sentence analyzing step C

From the demonstration, we found that the process of analysis of annotation type is highly consistent with the way of people understanding language. The result of each word of the sentence is consistent with the result of the understanding in the human brain. The abstracts of knowledge in this paper reproduced the complete process of language comprehension, which can be well applied to language analysis.

**Conclusion**

A Chinese language analyzing method by using entity attribute semantic knowledge base is proposed in this paper. The knowledge base consists of four parts: the situation verb database, the entity database, the attribute database and the attribute value database. The analyzing procedure can be generalized into three steps. The first step is to segment the given sentence by matching the terms in the knowledge base; mark the possible semantic categories of every word; specify the possible attribute assignment information for each attribute value word according to the matching relationship between the attribute words and attribute value words. The second step is to identify the entities by the attribute naming rules of instance entities; determine the attribute assignment information of the attribute value words based on the marked attribute information. The third step is to determine the subjects of collocation according to slot information of the situation verb stored in the collocation framework; mark those subjects of collocation. The process of analysis of annotation type is highly consistent with the way of people understanding language. The result of each word of the sentence is consistent with the result of the understanding in the human brain. The proposed method reproduced the complete process of language comprehension, which can be well applied to language analysis.
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